torship of Miguel Primo de Rivera and complicated Or te ga's robust plans. Marichalar's sensibilities remained, as one of his British colleagues wrote, "trans-Pyrenean," and contemporary critics have seen him as a "double-agent between Spain and Europe" who often managed to work around state censorship (Calhoun; Gallego Roca and Serrano Asenjo 71). Through the Revista, he established himself as Spain's leading authority on anglophone literature-primarily British modernism-and became particularly interested in Joyce through his friendship with the Hispanist Valery Larbaud, who was helping to promote and translate Joyce's work in Paris. Larbaud's seminal lecture "The Ulysses of James Joyce" had appeared both in the Nouvelle revue française and in the first number of a new periodical founded in London in October 1922, T. S. El i ot's Criterion. The French critic put his British and Spanish colleagues in contact; soon, Marichalar was publishing columns under the heading "Contemporary Spanish Literature" in the Criterion. Marichalar's cross-cultural work realized the connections that Eliot and Ortega sought to create not only between their respective reviews but also with their continental counterparts such as the Nouvelle revue fran çaise, the Nuova antologia in Italy, and the Euro pä i sche Revue in Germany. In the article below, Ma ri cha lar implicitly allies the Revista with the Egoist and the Little Review, too, as a key disseminator and advocate of Joyce's controversial work.
"James Joyce in His Labyrinth" is an ambitious, creative, and syncretistic genealogical account of Joyce's works and his authorial persona, both of which Marichalar reads through Joyce's various metaphoric labyrinths. The article ranges from an impressionistic opening scene on Paris's dark streets, where Joyce's name attracts whispers and scandal, to accounts of the suppression of Ulysses, to the host of traditions, authors, and movements that Marichalar connects to Joyce's work. Placing his own critical work alongside the praise of Joyce issued by Eliot, Larbaud, John Middleton Murry, and Ezra Pound, Marichalar traces Joyce's use of the interior monologue not only through the innovations of Gustave Flaubert, Édouard Dujardin, and Marcel Proust but also through those of Robert Browning, Edgar Allan Poe, Guillaume Apollinaire, surrealism, Dadaism, the En glish ballad "Turpin Hero," the "oneiric" styles of Johann Paul Friedrich Rich ter and Christian Friedrich Hebbel, and more. Throughout, Marichalar highlights Joyce's Spanish connections-to Spain's persecuted sixteenthcentury casuists, to Jesuit themes, and to the vanguardism of their contemporary Juan Ramón Ji mé nez. (He even speculates-overoptimistically and inaccurately-that Joyce spent time in Madrid.) Marichalar's greatest originality, perhaps, lies in his translations of three short segments of Ulys ses. The first is from Molly Bloom's soliloquy, in which he provocatively fuses words and phrases (into such terms as curagritos for "howling for the priest" and vengapertubar for "coming in to spoil") to approximate the run-on effect of Joyce's unpunctuated prose. No other Spanish translator, to my knowledge, has rendered "Penelope" in such a manner. The second and third segments are from "Ithaca": a set of permutations on the relative ages of Stephen and Leopold and a word game on the name "Sinbad the Sailor."
Marichalar appreciates most Joyce's will to create a European aesthetics beyond Irish paradigms-his desire to fly beyond the limits of "his birth, his education, his nationality" while retaining his formative Irish experiences. Noting the many translations of Joyce's work that were being produced at the moment, Marichalar inscribes Joyce into the transnational intellectual vanguard that both Ortega and Eliot hoped to cultivate. He agrees, then, with Joyce's early biographer Herbert Gor man that the author's "cosmos extends farther than a single island. It embraces all Europe" (6) . Thus, "James Joyce in His Labyrinth" was meant to serve as a model of criticism and writing for Ma richa lar's cosmopolitan generation of Spanish artists, and it circulated widely outside the Revista de Oc ci dente. Marichalar first sent an advance copy to Joyce through their mutual friend Sylvia Beach. Beach wrote back on behalf of Joyce, who was recovering from cataract surgery, and sent along a reproduction of Patrick Tuohy's famous portrait of Joyce. Some eight months later, in slightly better health, Joyce himself wrote Marichalar, who had asked for some biographical clarifications. Noting that he was able to "decipher pretty well" Marichalar's article "thanks to my knowledge of Italian," Joyce offered to send "corrections to your article that will serve as preface to the Spanish edition of my novel."² Always eager to promote his work in new terrain, Joyce refers here to the revised, expanded version Marichalar produced once the article was selected as the introduction to Dámaso Alon so's pseudonymous translation of A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man in 1926. When this translation, El artista adolescente (retrato), was published, an anonymous Criterion review noted that Señor Marichalar's introduction . . . is not only the best that could be imagined for readers in Catholic countries, it also-and the two things are not unconnected-has claims to being the best estimate of the intellectual significance of Joyce that has appeared in any language so far.³
The intriguing claim that a critic from another "Catholic countr[y]" on Europe's margins might have appraised best the "intellectual significance of Joyce" strengthens the Irish-Spanish affiliations that Marichalar makes-affiliations also embodied by Joyce's Irish-Spanish heroine Molly Bloom. More broadly, Marichalar sees in Ulysses's grotesquerie not heresy but an effulgent Catholic spirit fashioning an avant-garde style that culminates a revisionary understanding of Europe's cultural heritage.
Marichalar's career as an intermediary among anglophone and Spanish writers flourished as he became the "European ambassador" of the Generation of '27-sometimes called the Generation of the Dictatorship-which included Jorge Guillén, Ra fael Alberti, Pedro Salinas, Vicente Aleixandre, Luis Cernuda, Rosa Chacel, and Federico García Lorca (Ródenas de Moya xvii). Joyce influenced many of them, and his works sustain a thriving critical industry in Spanish universities and journals. For his part, Marichalar published regularly in both the Revista de Occidente and the Criterion until the former was shut down in 1936 by the Spanish Civil War and the latter in 1939 by the threat of another world war. He fled to France during the civil war; though able to return to Madrid after the hostilities because he came from a wellconnected family (he was Marqués de Montesa), Ma ri cha lar's literary criticism was sparing under Fran co's regime. "James Joyce in His Labyrinth" is part of an often overlooked archive, however, that evinces the roles of Spanish writers and thinkers in shaping, critiquing, and revising modernist aesthetics in the interwar period across anglophone, Hispanic, and European literary geographies.
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1. Borges's article reads, "Soy el primero aventurero hi spá nico que ha arribado al libro de Joyce" (3).
2. I have found no other correspondence between the two to con rm whether Joyce followed up on his o er.
3. e anonymous reviewer was likely either Conrad Aiken or Charles K. Calhoun. Marichalar revised the article again for his own collection of essays, Mentira desnuda (hitos), or " e Naked Lie (Milestones)," in 1933; this version is collected in his Ensayos literarios. I have translated below the original version with minor redactions for length. e prestigious J. J. emblazoned on the book's cover corresponds exactly to the R. R. that aunts on the sparkling grille of the hawklike car. James Joyce: Rolls Royce.
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Drive on. e chau eur tips his black cap that ends in a point like a little Eton jacket.
e Rolls sets sail. Now it's gone, suspended in the fog, displacing the silence-rolling along the imperturbable trail of its own murmur.
Legend has it that lords sold their lands to buy Ulysses and that students had to spend four days in bed without food to purchase it. And this happened in our own storied times, in those lucky days that saw circulate some rare copies of this book by James Joyce-Irish author, our contemporary, better known for his cloudy legend than for his clear work. Certainly, his legend is also a work-essentially a work of its own, when we see that in the novel's gestation (as is the case at present) the artist-subject or "maker" [hacedor] does not intervene, but rather, working in the shadows for many long years-een on Joyce Ulysses-abstains from all publicity generated on his behalf. No, Joyce's manner doesn't simply conform to the passing predilections of a fickle, snobbish public. Rather, something more moves him that demands our attention. Precisely, we must recognize that at the birth of Joyce's fame, Scandal, Style, and Criticism converge by consent-and, not by chance, Criticism has intervened the least thus far. But it need hardly be noted that we are dealing with prestigious and insightful criticism that merits such a name and such transcendence-and that has been so e ective in this respect-that today no one is surprised to read our author's name (as in fact it already has been seen) amid a group of supreme literary "beacons" [faros]: Calderón, Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe, and Joyce-to the letter, a worthy signature among them.
It is curious to observe how the most cautious, sober criticism has unpacked, in Joyce's honor, the gilded themes kept in his co ers. Have lock Ellis in e Dance of Life writes that Joyce "marks a date in the history of British literature." And [John] Middleton Murry a rms that "À la recherche du temps perdu and Ulysses are the two invaluable documents from which one can comprehend the end of our civilization." We see, then, that, like Proust, Joyce garners superlative honors everywhere. His work both separates and links two literary generations; among the younger, he is "the greatest." T. S. Eliot rightly assures us that "this work closes a cycle of En glish literature, but opens a new one in its place." Such overwhelming praise might irritate us and warn us against him, because-naturally-we resist seeing in a contemporary writer (such is the case with Ana tole France) the sense of absolute predestination that would designate him the indubitable representative of our epoch in the History of Universal Literature: "if only one of all contemporary writers could be passed on to posterity, it must be Joyce," recently declared Valery Larbaud, who has been Joyce's most fervent interpreter and biographer.
High praise, doubtless, but: do we not risk deceiving our readers should Joyce's works not arouse such a response in them all? We must broach this question, for water so blessed must hold something marvelous. But before opening his works, let us settle a previous question: that of the supposed scandal that accompanies his texts and that, had it not been linked to such literary integrity, could have brought serious harm to this author. In facing Joyce's work, let us approach the mystery that has become his: the process of producing these very works. . . . James Joyce published a small volume of po ems, Chamber Music (1907), that associated him with the imagists. With these he opened (and in a moment closed) his lyrical vein-with no more consequence than a faint a ertaste of them in his intercalations of verse and song in his prose since then. He next dedicated his literary activity to writing some short stories. ey soon constituted a volume ready for publication, but an obstacle delayed this. Every publisher who read the manuscript declined to print it. e reason: in this series, more than a few "Dubliners" were immediately recognizable, for the author used their real names and addresses. Furthermore, the liberties he took in some scenes, and particularly the audacity that Joyce showed in one story by using certain details from the private life of Edward VII, made the publishers pull back, fearful of scandal and con scation. In the face of such objections, Joyce went directly to the royalty: he sent the manuscript to the palace, laid out his complaint, and asked for a response. But royal protocol denied him an answer. Finally, one publisher, a er guarantees from Joyce, launched a printing-and the very day it was printed, he received a visit from a mysterious, unknown man who bought the entire printing and burned it on the spot, saving one copy to return to the author. Who was that unknown buyer? No one knows; no one has ever known, but one might suspect without fear of error that a "sovereign impulse" moved him.
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[ P M L A c r i t i c i s m in t r a n s l a t i o n What is it that causes Joyce's works to be persecuted with such bitter determination? Of course it is neither lewdness nor excessive liberties. Such things are absent in his books, and one would be mistaken to search through them for cheap, sinful thrills. It is well-known that good novels are not written for the average "novel reader," and this author's are so arduous and so dense that they remain long only in the hands of those who have developed a taste for philosophical and literary questions. at which might be considered scandalous matter in his work is, in fact, the same that is explored without shame in a work of medicine-and toward a purely scienti c end. e rawness of expression and the desire to transcribe reality with absolute truthfulness occasioned these persecutions of Joyce and-even more damaging-motivated those who would suppose that Joyce was, like George Moore, a naturalist epigone, a faded echo of Médan. c Without fail, his realismand we use the word provisionally, since we shall return to it-has no source other than his determination to bring to artistic creation elements that, through his rigorous authenticity, possess a documentary value that the modern sensibility requires; and to achieve it, he cuts through everything in his way, conventional or not. An over ow of exceedingly direct expressions and intuitions, of Greek and En glish classics-especially those such as e Odyssey and Troilus and Cressida-o ers us a view of the true fonts of this writer's art. ose andas Larbaud has said-the works of our Spanish casuists Sánchez and Escobar.
is nal point will perhaps explain the unusual fact that Joyce's works, while they were denounced by the moralizing societies of North America, received intelligent accolades from some representatives of the Catholic orthodoxy in his country; and, despite recalcitrant puritanism's branding Joyce a pornographic writer, his colleagues have seen him as a "Jesuit"-and even Joyce portrays himself as such in his works.
Of old Irish stock, James Joyce was born in Dublin in 1882. As a very young boy, he found himself boarded [internado] at a religious school in which he received strict instruction that made him well-versed in dead languages, Greek philosophy, and scholasticism-and made him observant of the essential elements of their tradition. But as soon as he became a man, the author of Exiles revealed his true calling: expatriotism. He le the oppressive surroundings of his homeland and ventured on a di cult, wandering journey. He would become an assiduous reader at the public libraries in Rome, in Trieste, in Zurich, in Paris, and by chance in Madrid, where he accidentally stayed for a time. An uncloistered humanist, he buried himself in his studies of theology, medicine, and literature, and he devoted himself fully to his own prolix labor. In all his work, this religious preoccupation is always tangible: as a good Irishman, he is obsessed by religion, and echoes of his priestly training reveal themselves in his choice of themes and taste for quotations in Greek and in Latin. But let us take up now the book that we mentioned before: A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man, where we nd the most authentic portrait of the de nitive adolescent experience that formed this writer. Here is a book so autobiographical that it could be composed wholly of remembered elements; and in it, here is a protagonist, Stephen Dedalus, a faithful copy of the author. James Joyce traces this subtle self-re-creation [autorecreación] meticulously. . . . Stephen Dedalus . . . embodies a yearning soul whose sensitivity surpasses by far the nascent possibilities of his own understanding. We see this boy, misanthropic and taciturn, pass hazardously through the chasms of school; and-turning the page-we watch how he isolates and shelters himself, this spirit given to reflection and soliloquy, and from there tries to understand his existence through sensibilities that are bleak and tarnished, but delicate and very fragile-like the clouded lenses of this sad schoolboy's glasses.
In spite of Joyce's portrayal of life in a religious school, his book does not resemble others with which we might compare it-it has no false semblance of surroundings or of place.
e purpose here is distinct, and the author, limiting himself to exposition-to showing, not demonstrating-avoids interjecting any arguments between the reader and the work.
It's useless to look in literature for Stephen's spiritual brothers, even if we could nd them easily in almost all "memoirs." ere is one, however, that comes the closest: Arkady Dol go ruky, the protagonist of Dostoevsky's Adolescent [or A Raw Youth (1875)], who, overwhelmed by his childhood at Touchard, yearns for "personal liberty" above all. But the humiliation that turned Dolgoruky into an egoist impels Dedalus-every child is humiliated-toward Art. Stephen, lost in thought [en si mis mado], yearns to nd the skills that he must acquire for his aesthetic ight. It has been rightly said that he who searches runs the grave risk of discovery, and Stephen, sacri cing his humanity to discover his artistry, commits-like all schoolboys in life-his corresponding attempt at escape. . . . Here ends an adolescence, laboriously unfolded through these copious pages. On the final page, an artist dedicated to living as "a voluntary exile" [un destierro voluntario] embarks on his ight invoking the aid of the authors and artisans of his homeland. Do we give Dedalus up as lost forever? His spiritual restlessness will now become a technical concern.
Stephen Dedalus, lost by design [per didizo], reappears in Joyce's next work, Ulys ses, and although in it he plays the role of Telemachus and continues masking the author, he gives way to a new character who captures and re ects more fully James Joyce: Ulysses himself, here called Bloom. A di cult plot, skillfully interspersed with keys and symbols, is woven around this main character, and from the plot emerges e Odyssey of the real Ulysses in a manner subtle and complete. The Ulys ses that Joyce now presents to us comes in modern dress-as depictions of him in other eras featured anachronistic doublets or tightsand his odyssey is reduced to a single day, a day in the life of Dublin. Meticulously laying out the arbitrary details of Dublin's quotidian existence, Joyce invites us to follow him and not to lose the thread in his complex work.
But following Bloom proves exhausting, precisely because his pace is so slow. All the action of this enormous novel takes place in several hours: from eight in the morning until three the following morning. Has a book's action ever been executed more slowly? Some extraordinary examples come to mind: Proust's winding style-not grandiose, but boundless-which recuperates, one by one, swiftly wasted seconds; the first volume of [ 
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[or 5.000, récit sportif (1924)], the recent work by Dominique Braga in which the plot moves very slowly yet races by because the story attempts to register all the things that pass through the mind of a runner in the time taken to complete a ve-thousand-meter race. . . . Art is not a falsification but an equivalence, and the slices of reality itself [in Ulysses], which frequently appear to be without boundaries, constitute true touchstones that signal the limits of what in reality is art and what is art in reality. ere are fragments in Ulysses and in Portrait . . . (the spiritual exercises, for example) that displace a time identical to the one they occupy in real life-and furthermore retain its very nature.
In the book of Dedalus there is no real course of time because there is no plot, strictly speaking. It is a portrait, and the author does not narrate but draws out a prolonged presence: an intensification. The progress is principally psychological; we witness the development of an individual but not of a journey. "Children have neither a past nor a future: they rejoice in the present," said [Jean de] La Bruyère. . . . It will be another matter when the painter is confronted with Bloom, who is already a man-a eeting "pose," requiring greater attention-thus, how much more swiftly his character passes by, how much more abundant and prolix will be the account of all the perceptions and observations gathered for his interior monologue.
The "interior monologue": Joyce's most discussed contribution-if it is he who contributed it. It seems that a Frenchman took it from an En glishman, who, in turn, had taken it from a Frenchman-and the tradition remains in France. Joyce e same occurs within the Russian literary heritage and, in general, within the work of every writer who, having been surprised by "talking alone," might transcribe faithfully the soliloquy that, at the moment of its production, does not suppose the presence of a listener. We can assert, without a hint of irony, that until now, those who demonstrated the "interior monologue" form did so without knowing it, or, at least, without knowing the limits and transcendence that this form implies.
For our part, having had the chance to consider possible analogies with previous forms that the style now before us might o er (complete with suggestions, evocations, perceptions, and associations of ideas, of feelings, etc.), we have noted the similarities between the norms of written introspection and the practice of experimental psychology. . . . ere is, perhaps, one thing that signals confusion to us when we think of the "interior monologue": its very name-which seems inexact and provisional. Anyone who follows to the letter terms such as Gothic, impressionist, cubist, and so forth in order to unravel their spirits does so in error. The same occurs with the subject before us. If we focus on a soliloquy of this type, we soon perceive, in the gentle ow of its course, a thick, confused clamor caused . ] Antonio Marichalar c r i t i c i s m in t r a n s l a t i o n by the plurality of voices that arise everywhere and-even though they form one voice when conjoined-that make legible the existence of a tightly woven braid of crossings and contacts in rapid succession. is explains as well the fact that in the interior monologue the narration passes from one person to another without leaving the author-as occurs in the old En glish ballad "Turpin Hero" (which begins in the rst person but ends in the third), in which we ought to nd the most authentic precedent of the interior monologue, since this poem is invoked by Stephen Dedalus himself in his thesis on Saint omas's aesthetic rules and their derivatives.
In the rich realm of the interior monologue, we see its components parade rhythmically, blooming forth from consciousness, and we discern the most unexpected formation of pristine, natural thought. To watch this unguarded sleep is to settle oneself in the deepest and most remote fountains, then to marvel at their spontaneous integration into unied ow. . . . e di culty is in aesthetically evaluating these genuine, completely wild materials. When looking at them, we tend to stumble over a preliterary crudeness because the poet (maker) [el poeta (hacedor)] does not make but simply feels by instinct. In such moments we tread along the boundaries between science and art. Proust's My Wakings, for example, delves into the con nes of wakefulness and sleep, and, by transcribing the results of his analysis, he brings forth a document of dual interest: scientific and literary. By the same measure, in the last pages of Ulysses Joyce relates the awakening of Molly Bloom in an interior monologue-incoherent, one that could be called, to modify Proust's Watching Her Sleeping, Listening to Her Sleeping.
We approach it, then, with a so step and an attentive ear; it reads:
[E]l cuarto qué hora no de este mundo me fi guro quese levantan en este momento en China peinan sus coletas para todoel día bueno pronto oiremosa las hermanas tocar elán ge lus no tienenadie que vengaperturbar su sueño si no esun curaodós para su oficio noc turno el despertar dela gente deaquialado con su cacareo que hace estallar la cabeza vamo sa ver si pudiera volvermea dormir 1 2 3 4 5 quésesa specie de or quehan inventado como las estrellas el papel de tapicería de la calle Lombard era más bonito el delantal que meha dado erauna cosasi solo que melohe pue sto dos ve[c]es nadamás lo que debía hacer es bajar esta lámpara intentar otra vez para po der levantarme temprano iré a casa de los Lam bes allí cerca de Findlaters y haré quenos en víen algunas ores para colocar en la casa si lo trae mañana quiero decirhoy no no el vier nes esun mal día quiero arreglar la casase llena de polvo mientras duermo y podemos to car y fumar puedo acompañarley primero hace falta que limpie las teclas con leche qué lle varé llevaré una rosa blanca oesos pasteles de casa de Liptons me gusta el olor de una tienda grande y buena a quince perras la libra olos otros con cerezas dentro a 22 perras las dos libras naturalmente una bonita planta pa ra po ner enmedio de lamesa la encontraría más barata en casa de vamosdondehe visto yoa ver eso hace poco me gustan las ores me gusta ría que todala casa nadase en rosas. . . .
[Y] los que dicen no hay Dios yono daría nie sto por toda su ciencia por qué no se ponen a crear alguna cosa les he preguntado yo al gu nas veces los ateos o como quieran llamarse quempiezean por ir aque les quiten la grasa yen seguida llamar al curagritos cuando se mueren y por qué por qué porque tienen miedo del in erno por culpa de su mala concien cia ay si que bien conozco quien hasido la pri mera persona enel universo que queantes que nohubiera nadie loha hecho todo que ah eso nolo saben ni yo tampoco iya podía segu neso impedir que saliera mañana por la ma ñana el sol brilla portí me dijo eldiaquél que stá ba mos echados en los rhododendros en el cabo de Howth con su traje gris isu sombrero de paja el día que le hice que se me decla rase lehabía dado yo… etc. In translation, we lose the true interweaving of Molly's words and the changes of
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[ P M L A c r i t i c i s m in t r a n s l a t i o n thought prompted by analogous words as she dozes. However, we can see the transcendence of Joyce's contribution to literature of oneiric elements that others before him (Jean Paul and Hebbel, especially) k valued, though they employed them without such e cacy and skill.
At times, Joyce uses a technique of questions and answers, creating in them a display of his rare virtuosity. Here, to explain the relation that exists between the respective ages of the characters, he answers his question:
Such originalities abound in Joyce. In Ulys ses, one can search for and constantly list details (water motifs, for example) or analogies (between women and the moon), and one can nd very complicated word gamesuntranslatable on the whole. But, playing with the words, Joyce plays with ideas at the same time-and we are now in the realms of surrealism and of Dada. e heavy and serious games of his rare British mentality correlate to the aesthetics of the restless modern French spirit. . . . Surrealism, at once born from and torn by schisms, launched its manifesto with a cry proclaiming the necessity of welcoming into art all elements that might be capable of representing the subconscious as revealed in dreams. We greet that fairly enough. Its art has precedents in Apollinaire, its spirit in Freud. But Joyce worked diligently to form and incorporate these same elements in his early writings well before the surrealists. Certainly they undergo vigorous transformations later in his work; and in Joyce-as in Valéry-the most pristine appears united with the most distilled. eir devices were not simply the rst moments of something now defined by the surrealists or the hyperrealists as "living documents," better described as dead. ey did more than risk inspiration in hazardous games to create the work of art: to create is to sacri ce oneself. " e only art is the spontaneous subjected to the conscious," as Juan Ramón Jiménez de nes it.
If we group together-and then separate-Joyce and the young surrealists, we do so to erase the label "naturalism" that weighs on his works in order to understand fully Dedalus's closing words in Portrait, which launch his quest to nd "la realidad de la experiencia y modelar en la forja de mi alma la conciencia increada de mi raza" ["the reality of experience and to forge in the smithy of my soul the uncreated conscience of my race" (217)]. And now, let us discuss this forging and this race.
What is it that, like a soaked cloak, connes the fervent adolescence of Stephen Dedalus? A construction; a baroque, labyrinthine . ] Antonio Marichalar order-"pure will made of stone," in Jesuit style. . . . [A] labyrinth is neither a tangle nor a knot but an architectural perfection: a difficult design whose only end consists precisely in nding its exit. . . . In the labyrinth of Crete-clear, dazzling, alabastrineits own author became lost. . . . Look now at Stephen Dedalus, monster [monstruo] of his labyrinth, bu eted by the anguish of his own struggles, desiring to rise above the indeterminate limits of his existence. His temerity will impede him from reaching the enticing feminine gure that he glimpsed in ecstasy. . . . When he tries to liberate himself, Faith fails him, Grace is lacking, and he falls violently both in nature and a erward in cra .
Man of esh and bone, to detach himself and to fly above the earth-the very earth from which he is made-his own misery denies him weightlessness. He does not have strength to nd-that is, to search. Dédalus ends with an invitation to a voyage-which is the trick solution for all who harbor a profoundly mystical discontent and believe that a definitive, permanent course exists in the ephemeral and the provisional. In the final words of the novel, Stephen has stopped invoking God and instead invokes the primitive artisan of his cra -from a distant tradition-as his patron saint. He emancipates himself from a dogma to serve the most rigorous discipline, and he does not silence his inner tormenter. Joyce's calling is artistic, but his concern is principally religious. It is not his habit that oppresses him in Ireland but his skin.
It is possible that this deep yearning also explains the vogue that this book now enjoys. Long years of persecution and of obscurity give way today to moments of unprecedented esteem. . . . From whom follows this good favor, found in the most select cenacles? The drama of Dedalus is the e ort of an obstinate spirit to overexert itself, to supersede the limits imposed on him by his birth, his education, his nationality. He proposes to himself that he will attain this ideal, and-by the love of his art-he reaches toward it. Very well; does this not seem to be snobbery?
" In En glish-speaking countries, this same tension of religious problems forces out the most dynamic spirits, those most saturated with creative potential. us we nd among religious writers [like Chesterton and Blake] such extremes of values [-and] in Blake a divine celebration of the naked human form. . . . The Christian who shows himself unclothed o ers a spectacle of his poverty: "Ah! Seigneur! donnez-moi la force et le courage / De contempler mon coeur et mon corps sans dégoût!" q With its audacities, with its crudeness, Joyce's work presents to us man, aban-
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It has been said, with truth, that this work is a Summa. It is not only well nourished by omism and its modern followers [renovadores], who are continually cited; it is also emblazoned by the most complex ora and most detailed fauna that sprout-petri edon cathedrals. A plethora of symbols, of emblems, of signi cations, Joyce's work encloses a world both exalted and grotesque.
Ezra Pound-Joyce's friend from the beginning-says of the drunken characters in Ulysses, "[T]he full grotesquerie of their thought appears naked; for the rst time since Dante, we nd harpies, living furies, symbols taken from actual reality. . . ." And this swarm of gargoyles and chimeras ends the work with its presence and lls it with unspoken meaning. Making faces in an impotent e ort, the gesticulating and obscene gure that tries to uproot itself from the temple and, though permanently stuck to it, to pour through its jaws the revolting and turbulent waters-and, above all, to round out in its absurd gestures the imperturbable grandeur of the church-seems to us a nished image of this enormous and meticulous edi ce that Joyce has constructed.
Like Francis ompson (with whom he is also united through a devotion to liturgical symbolism and analytic detail, to "the minute particular"), James Joyce, hounded rst by his persecutors, later by his enthusiasts, and by Grace always, might well revive the song of that cornered poet in " e Hound of owers are those they invented like the stars the wallpaper in Lombard street was much nicer the apron he gave me was like that something only I only wore it twice better lower this lamp and try again so as I can get up early Ill go to Lambes there beside Findlaters and get them to send us some flowers to put about the place in case he brings him home tomorrow today I mean no no Fridays an unlucky day rst I want to do the place up someway the dust grows in it I think while Im asleep then we can have music and cigarettes I can accompany him rst I must clean the keys of the piano with milk whatll I wear shall I wear a white rose or those fairy cakes in Liptons I love the smell of a rich big shop at 7½d a lb or the other ones with the cherries in them and the pinky sugar 11d a couple of lbs of those a nice plant for the middle of the table Id get that cheaper in wait wheres this I saw them not long ago I love owers Id love to have the whole place swimming in roses . . ." (ch. 18, lines 1540-58).
j. "as for them saying theres no God I wouldnt give a snap of my two ngers for all their learning why dont they go and create something I o en asked him atheists or whatever they call themselves go and wash the cobbles o themselves rst then they go howling for the priest and they dying and why why because theyre afraid of hell on account of their bad conscience ah yes I know them well who was the rst person in the universe before there was anybody that made it all who ah that they dont know neither do I so there you are they might as well try to stop the sun from rising tomorrow the sun shines for you he said the day we were lying among the rhododendrons on Howth head in the grey tweed suit and his straw hat the day I got him to propose to me . . ." (ch. 18, lines 1564-74).
k. Johann Paul Friedrich Richter (1763-1825) was a German writer of eccentric and imaginative novels and stories. Christian Friedrich Hebbel (1813-63) was a German poet and dramatist known for his psychological and sometimes grotesque themes.
l. "16 years before in 1888 when Bloom was of Stephen's present age Stephen was 6. 16 years a er in 1920 when Stephen would be of Bloom's present age Bloom would be 54. In 1936 when Bloom would be 70 and Stephen 54 their ages initially in the ratio of 16 to 0 would be as 17½ to 13½, the proportion increasing and the disparity diminishing according as arbitrary future years were added, for if the proportion existing in 1883 had continued immu- n. Monstruo means "giant," "genius," or "monster," a play on the enormity (literal and gurative) of Joyce's work, the genius of writers like those Marichalar discusses, and the minotaur in Daedalus's labyrinth.
o. As was fairly common in Spanish and French criticism at the time, Marichalar refers here to Portrait by its protagonist's name.
p. In The Book of Snobs (1848), the original reads, "First, the World was made: then, as a matter of course, Snobs" (2) . Marichalar alters ackeray's line by beginning with "Dios hizo el mundo" (literally, "God made the world"), thus extending the thematic tension between divine creation and hubris that he treats in the article.
q. The closing lines of Baudelaire's "A Voyage to Cythera" (1857): "O Lord! Give me the strength and the courage / To contemplate my heart and my body without disgust!" (lines 59-60).
r. Marichalar translates and partially rewrites two lines from the En glish poet Thompson's "The Hound of Heaven" (1890), which explores Catholic and ascetic themes. ompson's poet/ speaker attempts in vain to hide from God's calling: "I ed Him, down the labyrinthine ways / Of my own mind" (lines 3-4). Marichalar translates the title as "Lebrel celestial" and the rst two lines as "He huído de El, a través del dédalo / de mi propio espíritu," also playing on través, "misfortune" or "travesty."
